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Stages of Reversionism, 3-5 

Operation Boomerang: The frantic search always results in self-induced misery. The source of the reversionist’s reaction 
is still left unresolved. The sublimations that were attempted failed to assuage the disillusionment of soul but instead only 
intensified it. Frustration becomes greater frustration. There is a loss of common sense about personal obligations and 
responsibilities and therefore decisions are made solely on the basis of emotion. 

Emotional Revolt of the Sou l: This is spiritual rebellion. Emotion now dictates the decision-making process of the soul. 
Since emotion has no capacity for thought then its responses are entirely dependent upon what is in the stream of 
consciousness. If resident thought is the Word of God, then emotion responds by means of appreciation. If, however, truth 
has been suppressed by carnality and unnourished by failure to continue in GAP, then emotion can only respond to the 
sinful nature. 

In the cultures in which the Bible was written, the malfunction of the soul was described in terms of the physical 
breakdown of the body. Just as the kidneys are destroyed by reflux from the bladder, so the soul is corrupted by the 
emotion's revolt in favor of the sinful nature’s trends. 

Two verses come to mind with regard to this concept: Jeremiah 17:10 and Revelation 2:23. Both use the malfunction of 
the kidneys as a way of describing the emotional revolt of the soul. 

Jeremiah 17:10 - I, the Lord, (search) [haqar - assess, examine, explore; txl:] 
inventory the (heart) [leb - txl:] stream of consciousness, and test the 
(kidneys/epinephrine) [kiljah - txl:] emotions in order to give [natan - show 
favor/cause sorrow] to each man according to his (ways) [derek - a path worn 
by constant walking; metaphorically refers to the actions and behavior of 
men who either follow the teachings of the Grace or Cosmic Academy; txl:] 
lifestyle, according to the (results) [peri - indicates the relationship between 
cause and effect; txl:] consequences of his (deeds) [ma'alal - actions from the 
source of decisions made from one's right-lobe inventory; txl:] choices. 

Revelation 2:23 - Furthermore, I will execute her followers by means of the sin 
unto death and so all the churches will know that I am He Who constantly 
inventories the emotions and the stream of consciousness, and I will impose 
punishment to each one of you according to your production from the Cosmic 
System. 

Negative Volition toward Doctrine: In the beginning of the reversionistic spiral, negative volition is characterized by 
apathy or indifference. Full-blown revolt begins to express itself in this stage of reversionism. There is open rejection of 
truth as is presented through the orthodox method of a pastor communicating doctrine from the pulpit of a local church. 

Antagonism may be also be expressed in the form of cultic religious practices which emphasize ritual over substance, 
emotion over thought, works over grace, entertainment over edification, litany over exegesis, political correctness over 
revealed truth, or human morality over Christian integrity. 
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